
Response to reviewer 1

September 13, 2022

We thank the reviewer for acknowledging our work, taking the time to read it,
and providing suggestions to improve the work. We hope the reviewer will find
our revised paper better suited for publication. We have highlighted changes to
the paper in response to the reviewer’s comments in red in the revised article
and in response to the reviewer’s letter.

Abstract

Well written and rather clear. Perhaps should be stressed better the differences
among three machine learning methods.It could be useful to follow the same order
of presentation that has been illustrated in the introduction (RDF,CNN,TDA).

We appreciate the reviewer comment and have incorporated the suggested changes.
Now, the order of the presentation in abstract is same as in the Introduction
(RDF, CNN, TDA). We have also included 2 new sentences explaining the basic
differences between the methods.

1 Introduction

Very good the stress about the difference among earth-triggered and rainfall-
triggered events. It is a common problem also today since there is not a standard
way to classify landslide information. It should be better stressed that the whole
work has been included in a new python library and that it is one of the unique
in this field.?

We thank the reviewer for acknowledging our work and appreciate the reviewer’s
comments about the Introduction section. We have included reviewer sugges-
tions about explaining the uniqueness of the whole work presented in a new
python library. Please see the red text on page 3 between lines 60 and 65 in
the revised paper. Also, we reproduce the updated text below for the reviewer’s
convenience.

“Landsifier is the first-ever library built for estimating likely triggers of
mapped landslides, the methods used in this library to find landslides’ trig-
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gers are new. Two of these methods are introduced in this paper for the first
time, while the third was published in our preliminary work (Rana et al., 2021).”

2 Data

Ok, all information required and necessary for the case study are listed correctly!

We appreciate the reviewer comments about the Data section.

3 Methods

3.1

ok well clear. Perhaps, a brief explanation on the differences between earthquake
and rainfall triggered shapes should be included even though the reader miss the
key information about the classificator.

We have added a paragraph highlighting the geometric dissimilarities between
the two groups. They are marked in red on page 5 in section 3.1 of the revised
paper. We reproduce the new paragraph below.

“In Rana et al. (2021), we analyzed the distributions of geometric properties
of the earthquake and rainfall polygons and found geometric dissimilarities be-
tween earthquake and rainfall polygons’ shapes. Earthquakes polygons are more
likely to have a compact shape (as measured by convex hull-based measure) than
rainfall polygons. Moreover, earthquake polygons have more chances to have

a larger area (A), perimeter (P ), the ratio of the area to the perimeter (
A

P
),

and minimum width (W ) than rainfall polygons. In contrast, rainfall polygons
have a larger eccentricity (e) than earthquake polygons of an ellipse fitted to
the polygon. Rainfall polygons are more sinuous in shape leading to the smaller
minor axis and larger major axis leading to the larger eccentricity of the ellipse
fitted to the polygon (Rana et al., 2021).”

3.2

the method is presented clearly but in my opinion is missed a point: why we
need all these infromation extracted by the DEM? It should be remarked at least
to highlight you are presenting this second approach

We have incorporated the above remarks into the paper. We added these new
features to improve the model accuracy, and they did indeed increase the final
model’s classification accuracy. Please see the red text in the revised paper’s
first paragraph on page 5, reproduced below.
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“The topological properties of the landslide’s 3D shape extracted using DEM
provide additional insights into the landslide triggers, which might further im-
prove the accuracy of the landslide trigger classification.”

3.3

3.3 here is clear that the output is a probability to belong to one or to the other
class. And the presentation of the CNN method in more readable!

We appreciate the reviewer comment

4 Landsifier model evaluation

from 198-202 it is not clear how the simulation was carried out. Please revise
it and may be a short table could be helpful in this sense

We have now revised and added more information. Please see the text high-
lighted in red under section 4 in the revised paper. For the reviewer’s conve-
nience, we have reproduced the new lines below.

“We used two different testing configurations to evaluate the efficacy of our
methods. Finding the triggers of individual landslides irrespective of their in-
ventories is the first testing configuration. Here, we combined all the known
trigger landslides from all six known triggered inventories and then split the
combined landslides data into various training and testing sets following the k-
fold cross-validation framework. In this testing configuration, landslides in each
training and testing set are from all six landslide inventories. The second test-
ing configuration finds the trigger of landslide inventories itself. We used all the
possible combinations to train the algorithm on five known trigger inventories
and test it on the sixth inventory. In this second testing configuration, land-
slides in the testing set are from a single inventory. Note that there are seven
inventories in the analyzed data set, and six have known triggers. We present
the analysis of this seventh inventory (Kumamoto unspecified) with unknown
triggers in section 6.”

4.1

OK well presented and clear

We appreciate the reviewer feedback.

4.2

the same of 4.1

We appreciate the reviewer feedback.
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4.3

the same of 4.1

Thank you.

5 landsifier library

Ok for the riminder but since it represents the TITLE of the work probably few
words should be spent here. For example: which functions are embedded in? Set-
tings and options? Is it fast or slow in computation? Just some characteristics
that can involve the reader to download and test it.

In response to this comment, we have added new text in several places in section
5. We have briefly explained the functions, options, and computational speed
of the methods included in the library. Please see the red-colored text on pages
14-15. Also, we have reproduced below the new text added to the paper in
response to this comment.

”Apart from three different methods for landslide trigger classification, the li-
brary also contains other useful functions like calculating geometric properties
of landslide polygons, converting polygons to binary scale images, downloading
DEM corresponding to an inventory region, and converting 2D landslide poly-
gon to 3D landslide shape (see Figure 3a and 5a). Please refer to Appendix B
for further details about the library functions (Figure B1). Each of the three
methods used in the library is simple to use and only requires polygon shape-
files as input. Also, the computation process is relatively fast; for example, the
geometric, image, and topological features-based method takes less than 5, 15,
and 45 minutes for training on 20,000 landslides (equal earthquake and rainfall
samples) on a windows machine with 16 GB of RAM (Random-Access Memory)
using only landslide shapefiles as input. Moreover, none of the methods requires
a GPU (Graphics Processing Unit)”.

6 Discussion

The discussion are well written but in my opinion should be rather organized in
order to highlight better the outcomes of the study.

We have updated the discussion section in the revised version of the paper.
Please see the red-colored text in the discussion (section 6). See red-colored
text in the discussion (under section 6).

Which is the best technique adopted? Cost e-benefit of each technique? Com-
putational demand? Accuracy? All of the questions are expected by the reader
aftere the presentation of the new python library.
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Each technique has its strengths and limitations that primarily depend on train-
ing and testing landslide data quality, quantity, and location.

Data Quality: Training the geometric feature-based and image-based meth-
ods on landslide planforms with landslide data acquired via satellite or aerial
images and testing on data acquired via field campaign or vice-versa could lead
to biases in landslide classification results. Landslide data acquired via field
campaigns tend to fail to represent the smaller landslides and cover only the
larger landslides (Ozturk et al., 2020). Whereas landslides inventories acquired
via aerial or satellite images cover both small and larger landslides. The meth-
ods based on landslide planforms shape consider the area and perimeter as the
most important features and rely on the information that coseismic landslides
are generally larger than rainfall-induced landslides. In such scenerio we recom-
mend to use topological feature based method as it also includes the morphology
of the landslides region.

Data location: TDA-based measures encode landslide morphology; hence, if
testing and training inventories share similarities in the geomorphology of the
studied regions (spatial autocorrelation) (Oksanen and Sarjakoski, 2005), then
the trigger prediction is highly influenced by training inventory. Geometric
features and image-based methods are less sensitive to the geomorphological
similarities between the training and testing landslide inventories, as these only
use the 2D landslide planforms.

Data quantity: The image-based will performs satisfactorily classification re-
sults only when adequate large training data is available. Whereas, geometric
and topological features based methods will work well even absence of large
landslide known triggered dataset

Computational demand: Each method and function used in Landsifier li-
brary is computationally fast. The geometric, image, and topological features-
based method takes less than 5, 15, and 45 minutes for training on 20,000
landslides (equal earthquake and rainfall samples) on a windows machine with
16 GB of RAM (Random-Access Memory) using only landslide shapefiles as
input. Moreover, none of the methods requires a GPU (Graphics Processing
Unit), and we successfully ran these methods on a windows machine with 16
GB of RAM (Random-Access Memory).

Accuracy: As explained above the accuracy of each of the method depend
on data quality, quantity, and location. In this paper, we used six known trig-
gered landslide inventories having good quality data spread over the Japanese
archipelago. As expected topological features based method achieves highest
classification accuracy (above 90%) for both testing schemes (shown in Table 1
in main paper).

from 267-282: this statement is OK but should be more integrated in the discus-
sion of the current work: without good quality landslide data the performance
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of classification techniques may be not sufficient.

We have included text in discussion section explaining that without good qual-
ity landslide data the performance of classificaction techniques may be not suf-
ficient. For the reviewer’s convenience, we have reproduced the new lines below.

Lines 300-305: The performance of developed methods depends on landslides
data quality and without similar data quality in training and testing set the
accuracy of classification techniques could be insufficient to conclude the trigger
of landslide inventory and also might lead to biases.

from 282-293: ok so should be stressed better the TDA peculiarities with respect
to the other

We have included text in discussion section explaining the TDA peculiarities
with respect to the other.

Reproducing lines 316-319: “TDA based method extracts topological informa-
tion along with geometric information of landslide shape. Whereas, geometric
features based method and likely Image based method use only geometric infor-
mation of the landslide shape for landslide classification. We expect TDA based
method will provide best landslide trigger classification results.”

from 294-310: ok but future outcomes and expected improvemente should be
better highlighted!.

We have included text in discussion section explaining future outcomes and
expected improvements in the Landsifier library. We have included the po-
tential use of Landsifier library for classifing the trigger of the large landslides
(Area > 90, 000m2) in the discussion section as these landslides are the most
dangerous landslides and effect huge area. Moreover, we discussed more about
using Landsifier for landslide type classification. Landslide type information
plays a crucial role in landslide risk assessment which is usually missed in land-
slide databases (Loche et al., 2022).

Reproducing lines 336-338: We will also examine the influences of landslide size
distributions on each method. Specifically, we plan to classify the trigger of
large landslides (Area > 90, 000m2 as they are the most dangerous landslides
and effect huge area by training each method on large landslides training dataset.

Reproducing line 340-342: Landslide type information plays a crucial role in
landslide risk assessment which is usually missed in landslide databases (Loche
et al., 2022). We plan to further develop the current version of the Landsifier by
incorporating a landslide type classifier in the next version (e.g., Amato et al.
(2021)).
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7 Conclusions

They are well reassumed but in my opinion the Landsifier novelties and key new
element should better shown.

We thank the reviewer for acknowledging our work. In the conclusions section,
we refrained from speculating further about the potential of the Landsifier li-
brary. However, following the reviewer’s comment, we have added the Landsifier
novelties, key new elements, and opportunities arising from it to the end of the
conclusion section. We have added several sentences in the conclusion section,
and we reproduce them below for the reviewer’s convenience.

Lines 365-368: “Two of the three methods included in the library are new and
introduced here for the first time, while the third method is published in our
previous work. To best of our knowledge Landsifier is the first python tool
developed for landslide triggers classification, and also such a tool does not
exist in other programming languages.”

Lines 370-373: “Landsifier library also contains useful functions like finding
geometric properties of landslide polygons, downloading DEM corresponding to
an inventory region, and converting landslide polygon to landslide 3D shape,
these elements could be useful for the landslide research community.”

In particular, are there any software application such as for landslide census or
analysis at catchment scale?

To our best of knowledge there is no software application such as for land-
slide census or analysis at catchment scale. Having said that, there are several
advancement in recent years estimating landslide populations following large
landslide triggers, for example the following papers from (Marc et al., 2017,
2016):

Marc, O., Meunier, P., and Hovius, N.: Prediction of the area affected by
earthquake-induced landsliding based on seismological parameters, Nat. Haz-
ards Earth Syst. Sci., 17, 1159–1175, https://doi.org/10.5194/nhess-17-1159-
2017, 2017.

Marc, O., Hovius, N., Meunier, P., Gorum, T., and Uchida, T., A seismologi-
cally consistent expression for the total area and volume of earthquake-triggered
landsliding, J. Geophys. Res. Earth Surf., 121, 640– 663, https://doi.org/10.1002/2015JF003732,
2016.

Is it a tool useful for susceptibility mapping or also for Civil protection purpu-
ose??

The topological features-based method in the Landsifier library could be useful
for susceptibility mapping or civil protection purposes. We have included the
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potential use of the Landsifier library briefly in the conclusion section. Below
is the text that we added in the conclusion section regarding the potential use
of the Landsifier library:

Lines 374-376: “Landsifier is a modular software, we hope the landslide commu-
nity will further improve the offered tool and expand the available functions for
new applications such as classifying landslide types, assessing landslide-prone
regions, and other possible usage are listed in the discussion section.”

Appendix

Well organizaed and rather clear. Perhaps the scheme B1 of appendix B should
be moved to the chapter 5 and then described briefly since represents the core of
your work (Landsifier library)

Adding scheme B1 of Appendix B to chapter 5 will increase the length of the
main paper, which might decrease the lay reader’s attention. Also, B1 contains
python functions of only one method presented in the library, which might
confuse the reader and reduce the quality of the flow of the paper. Because of
all these considerations, we prefer scheme B1 to be part of Appendix B.
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